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1. Introduction 

Water management requires knowledge of the impact of water use on ecosystems and, as a 

direct or indirect effect, on human well being, as well as suitable policy tools able to meet social 

objectives and private behaviour. The legal framework in the EU is today faced with the new water 

framework directive (WFD) (directive 60/2000) that sets up new criteria for water management, 

regulation and pricing. 

The accompanying economic documents of WFD identify a general structure of the water 

pricing problem, defining the price as the sum of an element related to fixed cost, a charge per unit 

of water used and a charge per unit of pollution. Also the principle of full cost recovery (FCR) and 

the polluter pays principle (PPP) should be taken into account by regulators when setting water 

pricing. 

Agriculture is one of the main water-using sectors, with a share of total water use ranging 

from 40 to 80% of total water usage for the main EU countries. Italian agriculture relies heavily on 

water availability and on low water prices. For many areas of Italy, the principles introduced by the 

directive 60/2000 may be a significant change if compared to present payment criteria, based on 

traditional rights, political prices and a low degree of cost recovery from farmers. 

The objective of this paper is to analyse the water policy for irrigated agriculture, through a 

simulation model based on the integration of a mathematical decision making model and a principal 

agent. The methodology allows to quantify water demand and optimal regulation from the point of 

view of the policy makers. The final aim is to create a support for the economic evaluation of the 

efficiency of alternative policy instruments for the application of WFD to irrigation. 

The paper has the following structure. In section 2 an overview of the situation of irrigated 

agriculture in Italy is provided. In section 3 the methodology adopted is described, followed, in 

section 4, by the results. A discussion is provided in the final section 
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2. The water problem and irrigated agriculture in Italy 

In Italy, as in many countries, the issue of water scarcity is rapidly gaining attention. 

Agriculture plays a major role in such issue, as it is the sector with the higher share in water 

consumption (around 50% of the total amount of water consumed) due mainly to irrigation. 

In Italy a big fraction of the water consumed in agricultural sector is derived from rivers 

(around 66 percent of the total amount). Only 18 percent comes from wells and springs. About 

fifty-five percent of the water surface reservois (110 billion m3 per year) has some economic and 

physical constraints that make impossible to exploit all of it . Moreover, most of these reservois are 

located in the North, while the Center and the South with a bigger need in water supply due to 

recurrent droughts are less endowed. This explains why water supply is still critical despite the 

reduction in water consumption in the last decade. Water scarcity phenomena are common in 

several Italian regions. About 12 percent of the total population in Italy is affected by supply 

discontinuity, with the highest proportion of the phenomenon striking down the South and the 

Islands. 

In 2000 the irrigated land was around 25% of the total agricultural area, with a significant 

growth in the last decade (in 1993 it was around 18%). The irrigated area has a very different share 

of total agricultural area in different regions, ranging from 8,2% of Marche, to 66,2% of Lombardia 

(ISTAT, 2000). For some crops (e.g. orchards, vegetables, flowers) the irrigated area is virtually 

100% of the total cultivated area. The 55% of agricultural production is obtained by irrigated 

systems (Leoni, 1997) and the 60% of Italian agricultural export is made up of irrigated crops 

(Anbi, 1992; Lamoglie, 2001). 

The water distribution system in Italy is mainly managed by "reclamation and irrigation 

boards" (RIB), that, formally speaking, are associations of farmers that control the management and 

distribution of water resources over a certain area. Water use regulation is based on a complex 
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system of rights, often developed since ancient times. In Italy, the most common method of water 

pricing used is an area pricing method, water is charged in a per unit area basis. Volumetric pricing 

methods are also applied but just in few cases. The Italian market remains highly fragmented. Much 

of Italy's water utility service is characterized by a large gap between actual tariffs and economic 

price levels, with investments over the next 15 years estimated at more than euro (Eur) 30 billion. 

The introduction of WFD could bring major changes for irrigated farming. Though the 

application should be strongly differentiated at regional level, according to river basin 

organisations, some major criteria are common for all countries. 

The first is the principle of full cost recovery. According to this principle, the user of water 

should bear all the costs of water provision. From an agricultural perspective this would mean a net 

increase of water prices, as today, in Italy, only a part of running costs for water provision are borne 

by the final users. 

A second major principle introduced is the polluter pays principle (PPP). According to the 

PPP, water users should bear the cost of pollution as well as the costs of the water resources and of 

water provision. This could make things worse for irrigated farms as long as irrigation is often 

associated to more intensive farming systems, including a higher use of pollutants. 

The water pricing would be a recommended instrument for reducing water use and water 

pollution. Putting things together, the suggested pricing structure after the WFD is implemented 

may be made up of at least three components: a fixed amount for unit of irrigated land, a price per 

unit of water used and a price per unit of pollution. The final price should take into account both the 

full cost recovery and incentive considerations in order to bring to the best social use of water. 

From a farm point of view, the main risk from WFD is the increase in water price2, which 

could lead to major impacts on farming income and employment. The evaluation of the impacts of 

higher water prices and the search for better policies are hence two major issues for agricultural 

policy making. 
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3. Methodology 

 

3.1.  The overall methodology 

A very wide literature exists about the pricing of water resources related to agriculture, both in 

terms of policy analysis and in terms of instruments for decision support3.  

The main point of the proposed methodology is the attempt to couple mathematical 

programming (MP) models and principal agent (PA) models (Figure n.1.). 

 

Figure n.1. Methodology 

 

Identification of representative
farms and data collection

StepA
Implementation of MP model
(DSS)

Identification
of policy
instruments for
the regulation
of irrigation
water  use

Generation of efficient solution
(land use)

Evaluation of water demand

Step B
Implementation of PA model

Identification of optimal water
policies

Identification
of social
objectives

 

                                                                                                                                                                  
2 Actually other instruments, such as usage thresholds during key periods, may be used, but are not considered 

in this paper. 
3 Only to remind some of the main works related to water, see for example Dinar and Subramanian (1997); 

Dosi and Easter (2000), Garrido et al. (1999), Gomez et al (2002), Tsur Y.et al (2002). 
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The first part of the model (step A) is based on the use of mathematical programming. This 

instrument, frequently used in the literature for irrigation problems, allows the search for optimal 

crop mix or activity combinations, for representative farms4. The problem is cast as a constrained 

maximization, where constraints include water availability and the objective function is farm profit 

or net income. The same model also allows the generation of a demand function for water. 

This part of the model has been implemented in the form of a Decision Support System (DSS) 

able to easily allow data entry and provide simulations. The model takes into account the activities 

required by the production cycle; this allows to analytically quantify the utilisation of water, 

chemicals, labour and machinery and their costs, considering different irrigation systems at 

territorial and farm level. The program, which operates as a Windows application, is highly 

friendly. It can be used at farm level as a decision support tool for technicians and farmers, while at 

public level it allows to study and define water tariffs and policy, as well as to evaluate the impacts 

of a territorial transformation due to increase or shortage of water supply. 

While the DSS can be used as an independent tool, in the context of the present work its main 

role is that of generating the set of alternative feasible crop mix that can be adopted by the farm 

under analysis. The set of feasible crop mix is produced together with income, water consumption 

and any other useful parameters and can be evaluated through the PA model (step B). The PA 

model is aimed at identifying the optimal incentive scheme from the point of view of the public 

regulator, given the opportunity cost of water, the social cost of environmental externalities and the 

social cost of public transfers (Kreps, 1990; Rasmusen, 1994). It is able to identify the optimal crop 

mix from a social point of view and the best way to give to the farmer suitable incentives to choose 

that crop mix. The program used for running the PA model is Gams 2.50. 
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3.2.  The DSS and the identification of feasible crop mix 

In the context of this work, the DSS is mainly used in order to estimate valuable 

combinations of farm activities, useful to be fed into the PA model. Each combination represents a 

crop mix and other possible activities, such as the choice of a particular irrigation system. 

In principle, any possible crop mix could be used as input for the model. Nevertheless, given 

a linear mathematical problem, the optimisation algorithm of the linear programming would choose 

the solution among corner points. In order to use the same rationale here, the DSS includes an 

algorithm able to find the set of possible corner points of the model. The algorithm is based on a 

parametrization of gross margins of the model. The corner points identified are fed into the PA 

model. 

It is necessary to point out that the corner points identified in such way may or may not be 

efficient from the private point of view, depending on the actual price combination. Also, each 

corner point represents a combination of crops and is associated to some economic, social and 

environmental results. So, from a social point of view, it is possible to express a hierarchy of 

preferred corner points. The problem is that the hierarchy depends on the social cost of providing 

incentives to the farmer to produce at that point. Here is where the PA model comes in. 

For our purposes the integration between the two models appears particularly useful, as the 

DSS allows to identify only "relevant" solutions, instead of the infinite possible ones. Also, this 

avoids problem of infeasibility in the following PA model. 

Finally, it allows to verify the results of the PA by feeding them into the MP model. 

 

3.3.  The Principal-Agent model with risk neutral farmer 

PA models can be used in order to identify optimal regulation parameters given agent's 

utility function and principal's utility function (Kreps, 1990; Rasmusen, 1994). In our case, we 

                                                                                                                                                                  
4 See Bazzani et al. (2001), Berbel (2000), Dono (2001), Howitt (1980), Moore et al (1992, 1994a, 1994b), 
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assume the existence of a public or semi-public decision maker (a RIB) interested in maximizing 

the social welfare through the regulation of the irrigation activity of one or more agents (farmers). 

The problem is to find the optimal regulation taking into account the constraints given by the WFD 

and the economic relationships between single actors. Let us suppose that there is only one 

principal and one agent. 

We assume that, for our purposes, the behaviour of the farmer may be represented by 

discrete actions { }iji sa = , each one made up of a vector of values s of the decision variables j and i, 

whit i = (1,…., I) where i represent a plan and I a set of possible plans and j = (1,…., J), j represents 

a crop and J a set of possible crops, so sij is an amount of crops j in plan i. Assuming linear 

relationships, we can interpret sij as the degree of activation of each farm activity and ai as a vector 

of such degrees of activation in a farm representation that uses a fixed coefficients technology. We 

assume further that the results (technical, economic and environmental) of each crop depend on 

some state of nature pθ , with p = (1,…, P,) each with probability pπ . According to standard 

technology representation under uncertainty, as a consequence, farm income, water use and 

environmental results may be represented as a function of the state of nature occurring. 

We can assume that the objective function of the public decision maker, concerning the 

regulation, includes the following components: farm income; value of the water used; value of 

externalities (positive or negative) produced; costs for water abstraction and delivery, included 

administrative and transaction costs; distortionary effects due to social transfers (taxes or subsidies); 

monitoring and control costs. 

Assuming that the problem of the principal is to maximize social welfare, it is possible to 

find out the solution using a two steps procedure (Kreps, 1990; Rasmusen, 1994). 

The first consists in finding the least cost solution that guarantees the carrying out of each 

possible action by the agent. In the second, the aim is to choose the action ai that maximizes social 

welfare. While the latter of these steps is quite simple, the first one is rather more complex. 

                                                                                                                                                                  
Schaible (1997), Varela-Ortega et al. (1998). 
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First note that for each farm action, farm income (from market), the value of water used and 

of externalities produced do not change depending on the devised incentive scheme. So, in order to 

proceed to cost minimization we have to take into account only the cost of transfer to public 

authority, the cost of water provision and the cost of control and monitoring. Assuming both the 

principal and the agent risk neutral, the problem of cost minimization representing our first step 

may be cast as follows: 
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Where: 

iK  = social cost of action i; 
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jpML  = gross margin of the activity j; 
e = distortionary effect caused by taxation 

jphQ = quantity of water consumed by each activity j; 

jpkY = quantity of pollutant produced by each activity j;  

hv  = unit social value of water (opportunity cost) by period h; 

kz  = unit social value (positive or negative) of each environmental parameter k; 
Kd = abstraction and distribution costs of the RIB; 
Kc = monitoring costs able to guarantee 100% compliance and sure information transfer (f=1); 
T  = public (state) transfers obtained by the RIB; 
S  = sanction in case of non-compliance. 
 
In this problem, the decision variables are the following: 

jF  = fixed charge per unit of activation (land) of each activity (crop); it may be positive or negative 
(subsidy); 

hw  = charge per unit of water used in each period h; 

kb  = charge per unit of environmental parameter k; 
f =  level of monitoring accuracy (0-1); 

 

The result of this constrained optimization is a bundle of regulation parameters. This bundle 

represents the least cost solution able to persuade the farmer to accept each of the different action 

considered in the evaluation. The model is based on the minimization of social cost subject to three 

constraints. 

The social cost is the sum of the social cost of public transfers, the cost of water provision 

and monitoring cost. Monitoring costs are the result of the cost of total control times the level of 

monitoring accuracy, following a modified version of the linear monitoring cost used by Choe and 

Fraser (1999). While costs for monitoring and water provision are fully considered in the public 

decision maker objective function, transfers account are considered only for a fraction, determined 

by the distortionary effect of taxation (e), i.e. the inefficiency due to the subtraction of money from 

the private sector (White and Ozanne, 1997). 

A participation constraint is not needed as long as any farmer included in the area of the RIB 

has to submit to charges for irrigation (farmers are not free to chose to participate or not). 
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Equation IC1 is a standard incentive constraint of a PA model. It guarantees that the 

regulation framework is such that each action considered is better than any of the others, for the 

same farm. In the presence of the bundle of incentives produced by the model, the farmer will 

choose that action and not another. 

Equation IC2 guarantees that it is more profitable to comply and tell the truth to the 

regulation body instead of doing the opposite. It contains a sanction that, in this context, is assumed 

as an exogenous variable. The structure of the model implies that the regulator is interested in 

obtaining full compliance. 

Equation BC is the balance constraint for the regulatory body. It guarantees that, according 

to the WFD, the regulating body achieves a FCV. 

IC2 and BC contribute mainly to determine the total amount of payment requested to the 

farmer, while IC1 directly affects the level of charges/subsidies for each activity. 

The model can of course be simplified or made more complete in many ways. One way is to 

consider more than one farm, with possibly different characteristics. In this case, a constraint could 

be added, managing the differentiation of incentives in order to overcome adverse selection. 

Also, decision variables may be structured in a different way, allowing for different 

variability of incentive schemes. For example charges per hectare can be the same for all crops and 

not differentiated between crops as in the model. Of course these options have to be matched with 

the actual policy relevance and feasibility of each area in which the model is applied. 

The second step is simply carried out by choosing the action that maximizes social benefit 

B: 

ijkpk
k

jhp
h

hjp
j

ij
p

pi KYzQvMLsB −











 ⋅∑+∑ ⋅−⋅∑∑= π  

In this case the social benefit is composed by the farmer’s gross margin, minus the value of 

the externalities produced, minus the social cost of the regulation determined in the previous step. 

In case of positive externalities the formulation still holds and the value of the externalities sum to 
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the gross margin. Other structures of the benefit function may be associated to different social 

objectives or to different actors. 

3.4.  The Principal-Agent model with risk averse farmer 

Risk aversion by the agent has been considered in order to provide a first evaluation of its 

relevance and direction in affecting the results. 

When we introduce risk aversion by the agent, we have to revise the constraints IC1 and 

IC2. According to the literature, we assume the “textbook” representation in which the expected 

utility is given by the sum over the possible states of nature of the square root of the income in each 

state of nature. In order to take into account that incentives may be both positive and negative, so 

may add or subtract to income, we use a slightly modified representation in which the square root is 

taken separately for the positive part and for the negative part of the incentive scheme (see also 

Choe and Fraser, 1999 about this issue). 

In effects, the regulation parameters may be both positive or negative, i.e. may be charges 

(when positive) or subsidies (when negative). We denote +
jF  as the positive charge per hectare of 

each activity (crop); +
hw  as the positive charge per unit of water used in each period h and +

kb  the 

positive charge per unit of environmental parameter k. Instead we denote the decision variables as 

−
jF , −

hw , −
kb  when they are negative charges (i.e. subsidies). 

Also, we denote with +
jpE , the sum of positive charges per unit of activity and state of 

nature, as: 









⋅+⋅+= ++++

∑∑ jkp
kk

jhp
hh

jjp YbQwFE  

and respectively −
jpE  as the sum of negative charges. 

 So we can rewrite our constraints as: 
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This representation also avoids problems with non-positive income that may occur for some 

actions. 

We must note that this solution is not completely satisfying from at least two points of view. 

First, it is not sure that the square root represents the actual degree of preference of the farmer. 

Also, by dividing the function into two parts, though the main mathematical requirements are 

satisfied, we further affect the relative magnitude of utility differentials between different solutions. 

It is not the aim of this paper to further discuss this issue, adding to the growing literature about risk 

representation for farming decision making (see, for example, Saxowsky and Wachenheim, 2001; 

Pennings and Garcia, 2001). At this stage of the research, this solution is considered sufficient to 

get some first insights into the problem of the connection to risk aversion. 

 

 

4. Results  

The model has been tested on a hypothetical farm that may be considered representative of a 

very common agricultural system of the province of Bologna (Emilia-Romagna, in the south of the 
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Po Valley), based on cereal cultivation, coupled with industrial cultivation of vegetables such as 

potato and onion. Potato, in particular, finds here a very good production environment, and is 

protected through a local trademark. It relies very much on water availability in order to improve 

production and to reduce yield variability5. 

The farm has 15 hectares of arable crops and is specialised in a potato-cereal rotation. It is 

analysed using only one environmental indicator and a constant social cost for water across 

irrigation periods during the year. 

Through parametrisation of the DSS, 81 alternative crop mix have been identified as corner 

points, i.e. locally efficient solutions, of the MP tool. Such alternative crop mix have been 

introduced in the PA model for different levels of social cost of water consumption and of nitrogen 

emission. In this way, the optimal (maximizing social benefit) crop mix for each combination of 

value of resources/externalities have been obtained. 

Figures n.2.a and n.2.b represent the mapping of the optimal crop mix given different 

combinations of the value of water and the value of environmental externalities. Table n.2 

represents the composition of the selected crop mix and their results at farm and social level (for 

both risk neutral and risk averse farmers). 

                                                 
5 We also assume e=0,2 (drawn from the literature, see White and Ozanne, 1997), Kd=1600 euro/year and 

Kc=2500 euro/year (both estimated on the basis of local data). 
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Figure n.2.a. Dominant solutions for different levels of social cost of water (euro/m3) and 

environmental damage by nitrogen (euro/kg) - risk neutral farmer 
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Figure n.2.b. The dominant solutions for different levels of social cost of water (euro/m3) and 
environmental damage by nitrogen (euro/kg) - risk averse farmer 
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Table n.2. - Dominant crop mix (ha)  

O
 P
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S(
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) S
W

Onion (i) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Potato (i) 6 5 4.5 5
Sugar Beet (ni) 4.5 7.5
Sugar Beet (i)
Maize (ni)
Maize (i)
Soya (ni) 2 4.5 7.5
Soya (i) 2 4.5
Durum Wheat (ni)
Soft Wheat (ni) 6 5 7.5 5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5
Barley (ni)
Irrigation plant 4.5 5 3.75 4 1.5 3.75 1.5 0 0

Gross margin (without incentives) (euro) 18466 18366 18398 18385 14581 13854 13789 13050 11730
Transfer costs (RN) 443 615 626 624 443 443 443 443 443
Monitoring costs (RN) 615 615 615 615 615 615 615 615 615
Water provision cost (RN) 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600
Total policy cost (RN) 2658 2830 2841 2840 2658 2658 2658 2658 2658
Gross margin (after incentives) (RN) 16250 15292 15267 15263 12365 11639 11573 10835 9515
Transfer costs (RA) 432 440 428 436 429 442 442 441 441
Monitoring costs (RA) 559 602 539 578 547 608 607 607 605
Water provision cost (RA) 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600 1600
Total policy cost (RA) 2591 2642 2567 2613 2576 2649 2649 2649 2646
Gross margin after incentives) (RA) 16306 15306 15344 15301 12434 11647 11581 10843 9525
Note: i=irrigated; ni=non irrigated; RN=risk neutral farmer; RA=risk averse farmer. 

As it may be expected, increasing the social cost of water, the optimal solution shifts towards 

non-irrigated crop mix6. Two things are worth to be pointed out. First, the move from irrigated to 

non irrigated crop mix happens for values of water above 0,3 euro, about 6-10 ten times higher than 

the actual price. This is due to the high value of agricultural production obtained through irrigation. 

Secondly, above this level the crop mix change dramatically, without relevant substitution between 

irrigated crops. This is due partly to the actual economic relationship between different crops. 

Potato and Onion are the two main crops using water. When the social value of water is so high that 

it is not worth to use it for such crops, it tends to be unlikely that it is worth to use it for any other 

combination. This effect is made more important, in actual decision making, by rigidities and 

technical constraints, that make the adaptation a discontinuous matter instead of a smooth process 

towards less water consuming crops. 

                                                 
6 It is necessary to point out that the figures do not represent water demand, but socially optimal crop rates 

depending on the value of water, the value of externalities and the best regulation mechanism identified. 
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On the other side it is necessary to note that, in this case, the shift towards non irrigated crops 

is helped by CAP subsidies of which wheat and soya benefit, while potato, onion and sugar beet do 

not. In their absence, the shift would be surely slower. Another consequence is that the shift 

towards dry farming would mean, in this case, an increase in CAP payment7. 

When assuming a risk averse farmer, the move is slower. This is due to the fact that non-

irrigated sugar beet, maize or soya are needed in the dry solutions (for rotation reasons) but are also 

the crops with the higher variability of yields. This means that higher incentives are needed in order 

to persuade the farmer to shift towards such crop mix. Basically, risk aversion appears to slow 

down the hypothetical change towards less water consuming farming, as they are, at least partially, 

associated with higher variability. 

The payments account for about 14-16% of the gross margin. Their total amount is mainly 

determined by the costs for water provision and monitoring. The shift towards non-irrigated crop 

mix causes a reduction in farm income (-37% in the extreme case). It is also associated to a 

dramatic change in labour organisation, due to the move towards much less intensive crops. 

The total social cost of intervention is almost the same in every case. Small variations, within 

a range of less then 10%, may be found both for different crop mix and between risk and non risk 

farmer. According to the result obtained up to now, hence, risk aversion does not appear to change 

very much the total cost of the incentive scheme. 

The results are obtained supposing the use of the optimal regulation system for each crop mix, 

that is illustrated, for a risk neutral farmer, in table n.3.a. 

 

                                                 
7 They have not been considered in the utility function of the RIB for two reasons. The first is that they come 

from the EU and it is likely that the local decision maker is less interested in the social cost of their use. Secondly, they 
may be considered as a "due" support to farm income and not as a part of an incentive payment for controlling 
agriculture production and its environmental consequences. 
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Table n.3.a. - Optimal regulation scheme for each crop mix – risk neutral farmer 

O
 P

 S
W

O
 P

 S
(i)

 S
W

O
 S

B
(n

i) 
SW

O
 S

(i)
 S

W

O
 S

(n
i) 

SW

SB
(n

i) 
SW

S(
ni

) S
W

Monitoring accuracy 0.25          0.25         0.25        0.25        0.25        0.25          0.25         

Tax per crop (euro £/ha)
Durum Wheat (ni) 117.0        117.0       
Sugar Beet (ni) 161.4        176.0        39.4          215.4        
Sugar Beet (i) 89.1          126.4        113.9        11.9          58.3          
Soft Wheat (ni) 139.0        139.0       139.0      139.0      256.0        256.0       
Barley (ni) 7.4            
Maize (ni) 129.4        144.0        106.5        183.4        
Maize (i) 165.1       91.6        221.9      201.6      127.5       
Soya (ni) 39.4          
Soya (i)
Potato (i) 79.3          389.9       553.9      600.0      600.0      600.0        600.0       
Onion (i) 301.9        241.0      204.0      190.8      370.5        466.8       

Tax per irrigation plant 
(euro/unit)

Tax on water (euro/m3)
period 1 0.15          0.18          0.20          0.18          0.26          
period 2
period 3 0.03          0.12          

Environmental Tax (euro/kg N)
n  

 

The model allows for a mix of instruments that are only partially used in the selected crop 

mix, but are widely used throughout other crop mix that are not represented here. 

Basically, the optimal solutions are a mix of taxation per crop and charges per unit of water 

use. In strictly economic terms, taxes per crops are the less expensive instrument for the public 

administration. In addition, they can be used when water consumption is not measurable (which is 

very frequent in Italy). On the other side, charges per unit of water consumption are more effective 

in inducing a change in technology towards water saving technologies. 

When taxes are applied, they show to be very high compared to the present tariffs (even 20 

times higher). Taxes on nitrogen are basically non necessary due to substantial correlation between 
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water and nitrogen use. The level of accuracy of monitoring tends to be equal between different 

crop mix and to stick to the upper bound. 

The regulation scheme appears rather different when the farmer is assumed to be risk averse 

(table n.3.b). 

Table n.3.b. - Optimal regulation scheme for each crop mix – risk averse farmer 
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W
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i) 
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i) 
SW
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(n
i) 

SW
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(n

i) 
SW

S(
ni

) S
W

Monitoring accuracy 0.22          0.24          0.22          0.23          0.22          0.24          0.24          0.24          

Tax per crop (euro £/ha)
Durum Wheat (ni) 5.4            44.35 49.8
Sugar Beet (ni) 60.7         52.95 131.2      59.7        188.9      
Sugar Beet (i)
Soft Wheat (ni) 35.4         91.58 94.4        
Barley (ni) 25.85 26.07
Maize (ni) 53.2          41.66 123.09 47.9          178.4        
Maize (i) 11.89
Soya (ni) 26.9          88.4          133.5        7.3            95.9          
Soya (i) 8.4            16.6          94.0          11.5          
Potato (i) 84.65 23.0        76.4          
Onion (i) 155.4        

Tax per irrigation plant 
(euro/unit)

Tax on water (euro/m3)
period 1 0.15 0.04          
period 2 0.27          0.38 0.26 0.94          0.03          
period 3

Environmental Tax (euro/kg N)
n 4.53          3.16          7.35           

Some crops are not charged anymore while others are charged more than before. Generally 

speaking, charges per hectare appear lower than before and less distributed across different crops. 

Payments per unit of water used and payment per unit of nitrogen are generally higher. In 

particular, the most extreme (less privately profitable) crop mix are obtained by very strong 

payments on nitrogen consumption. Altogether, with a risk averse farmer, the optimal policy sees a 

shift of uncertainty from the farmer (risk averse) to the RIB (risk neutral), leading to a completely 

different outcome in terms of regulation scheme.  

The results showed up to now are heavily affected by the assumptions made about labour cost 

being equal to zero. Though this is usually regarded as a reasonable assumption, the actual 
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behaviour of farmers shows often that some value is attributed to their own labour. Nevertheless, as 

the farm is family run, it is not straightforward to attribute a value to the labour employed. 

Table n.4. shows the effects of labour cost on the crop mix for different levels of social cost of 

water and environmental damage by nitrogen (case of neutral farmer). In table n. 4.a. the 

borderlines depict the border between plans composed by irrigated crops (above of every border) 

and plans composed of non irrigated crops (below of every border). This table shows that increasing 

the labour cost, the irrigated solutions are less profitable and the crop mix shifts suddenly to rain fed 

even for relatively low levels of social cost of water and environmental damage by nitrogen. We 

can observe the same kind of result in the risk averse farmer behaviour (table n 4.b.). If the cost of 

labour is equal to zero, the optimal crop mix switch to non irrigated plans for values of water equal 

to 0.6 euro while in the opposite case (labour cost equal to 20 euro/hour) it falls down to 0.05 

euro/m3.   

Table n.4.a. - Borderlines between irrigated and non-irrigated plans for different levels of 
labour cost (euro/hour) – risk neutral. 

Nitrogen (euro/kg)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10
0.00 lkh 20
0.05 lkh 15 lkh 10
0.10
0.15 lkh 5
0.20
0.25
0.30 lkh 0
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00

W
at

er
 (e

ur
o/

m
3)

 
Note: lkh =labour cost (euro/hour) 
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Table n.4.b. - Borderlines between irrigated and non irrigated plans for different levels of 
labour cost (euro/hour) – risk averse 

Nitrogen (euro/kg)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10
0.00 lkh 20
0.05
0.10 lkh 15
0.15
0.20 lkh 10
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40 lkh 5
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60 lkh 0
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00

W
at

er
 (e

ur
o/

m
3)

 

Note: lkh =labour cost (euro/hour) 

While the cost of labour equal to 20 euro/hour may be consider a very high opportunity cost 

in non farm activities, 10 euro/hour is a reasonable cost to the farm of employing hired work. The 

effect of labour cost is associated to the most intensive crops, potato and onion, that use high 

quantities of labour and water as well. An increase in labour cost or, simply, a shift towards more 

young and more educated farmers, that actually perceive the opportunity cost of non farming 

activities, can hence have a major role in inducing a reduction of water consumption. 

 

 

5. Discussion 

The model described in this paper allows the simulation of water management as the 

interaction between a regulating body and a farmer, allowing to quantify the optimal regulation 

from the point of view of the policy maker. 
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The results of the case study show that major changes are needed in crop choice in order to 

meet increasing social value given to water resources and pollution. On the other side, if such 

values translate into actual policies, they are likely to have major impacts on farm income and 

organisation. This confirms the relevance of the issue for farming management and policy, and the 

need of a suitable decision making system based on effective instruments as those presented in this 

paper. 

The adoption of a mix of pricing instruments can significantly improve water policy 

efficiency, though the degree of such improvement depends on the technical relation between water 

consumption and each other parameter considered (e.g. environmental indicators). 

Risk aversion by farmers tends to produce a slower adaptation to water prices, no much 

changes in the total amount of incentives needed, but relevant implications in term of optimal 

instrument combination. 

The results of the model, as it is showed by the sensitivity to labour cost, have to be cast in the 

overall scenarios concerning agriculture in Italy. Through the depopulation of rural areas and the 

increasing share of educated and young people, the income expectations from agriculture increase 

and the availability to work with an under remuneration of own labour decrease in turn. Given the 

trend in farming population in Italy, it is likely that the problem of exceeding water use for 

irrigation, at least in this area, will be more impacted by demographic and social trends instead that 

by policy instruments. 

Nevertheless, the WFD appears as an occasion for a major revision of water regulation 

throughout Europe. Some of such revisions, as in the present papers, appear in contrast with the 

social ad economic objectives of farmers as well as with economic, social and environmental 

objectives of CAP. Nevertheless the reform of water regulation should be better interpreted in a 

proactive way as the occasion to anticipate potentially growing conflicts and to make water use 

altogether more sustainable. 
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From a methodological point of view, the approach used in this paper show to be able to 

provide a broad as well as analytical view of the problem. A number of improvements can be 

carried out on the model, with particular attention to a more reliable way of getting to a better 

estimation of the actual impact of risk. Further, the analysis should be widened in order to take into 

account a larger number of crops and a higher number of technologies, included different irrigation 

systems. One issue that call for a major attention is the role of positive externalities produced by the 

us of water in agriculture, that is likely to add more rationale to a lower pricing of water. 
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